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Breakout Session Overview

In this breakout session today, you will be able to take back several interactive and fun 
games that you can implement in your next chapter meeting, classroom setting, or even 
as a fun family activity. Many games can cover all four core subjects. Be prepared to be 
out of your seat, laugh, and compete. These games will be fun with everyone.
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Games on the Agenda
           1.  Heads or Tails ?

           2. Hide and Go Seek

 3. People Tic-Tac-Toe

 4. Long Winded (new)

 5. Three Words (new)

 6. Heads Up (new)

7. Bingo
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Heads or Tails?

● A Quarter will be needed to play this game.
● For Heads you will stand, for Tails you will stay seated.
● Participants sit or stand to guess what the coin toss will be.
● The leader tosses the quarter and announces Heads or Tails
● If it is heads, all the participants standing will still be in the game.
● All who are seated is out the game.
● Second round: Participants pick to stand or sit again. The leader tosses the coin 

again and announces the toss. All who selected the correct toss stays in the game. 
● The game continues until only one winner is left.
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Hide and Go Seek

● Three volunteers are selected.
● Three items are needed to be hidden.
● Volunteers go outside the room.
● The three items are hidden in the room.
● Someone brings the three volunteers back into the room to find the items. 
● The audience cheers, thumbs up, or thumbs down as the three volunteers are 

looking for the item. Only gestures can be used to help the volunteers.
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People Tic Tac Toe

▪ This game of tic-tac-toe is similar to your ordinary game you are familiar 
with but not with Xs and Os. 

▪ Participants move around the room trying to find someone who meets the 
assignment in the square..

▪ You can only talk to one person at a time. If someone is already speaking 
to the person, you must find someone else. 

▪ The person who gets 3 in a row first wins. There will only be one winner. 
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Has more than 3 different pets.
Name: ______________________
Pets: _________ 

Is an Only Child

Name: ____________________

Wears glasses/ contacts

Name: ____________________

Can do 5 Squats.
(You count.)

Name: ____________________

Does not have a Facebook account

Name: ___________________

Same Eye Color as You

Name: ___________________
Eye coloR: ___________

Ate at Pappadeux last night

Name:_____________________
Meal: ____________________

In college

Name: _______________________

College: __________________

 Recites the Pledge to the US Flag for 
you

Name: ____________________
From: ____________________

People Tic Tac Toe
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Does not drink coffee.
Name: ____________________
From: _____________________

Will take a selfie with you.
Name:__________________
From:___________________
(If you win, we must see the selfie.)

Likes the same ice cream flavor as 
you do.
Your flavor: _______________
Name: ___________________

Has gum or mints on them. 
Name: _____________________
From : _____________________

Has more than 2 piercings.
Name: _____________________
From: _____________________

Has been married more than 20 
years to the same person.
Name: ___________________
From: ____________________

Can do 5 Push Ups. (You count them.)

Name: _____________________
From: _____________________

Can identify this object and location.

Name: __________________
Object and location:_________________

Is the oldest child.
Name: __________________
From:___________________

People Tic Tac Toe
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Long Winded (New Game)         

● In this extremely thought-provoking game, players will be given five words as a 
clue for an object, place, or idea.

● The player will have 5 seconds to determine what object, place, or idea the clue 
pertains to given.

● For example: long, green, blades, ground, landscape would be GRASS
● Nail, heel, skin, arch, shoe would be FOOT
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Long Winded Game

Long Winded Game
Think hard and think fast to decode the five clue object, place, or idea described.  Example 1: 1 long, 
green, blades, ground, landscape would be GRASS
Example 2: Nail, heel, skin, arch, shoe would be A FOOT

 _________________________Four-wheeled transportation for family 
  _________________________a winged animal in flight  
  _________________________padded surface under feet (shag)             
  ________________________wet, flowing, liquid, flowing cool, salmon 
  _________________________rooted, tall, towering, outdoor, plant  
  __________________________water, colored, athletes, Electrolyte, energy
 _________________________Box, paper, tag, smiling, holiday
  _________________________crying, mysterious, hungry, sleepy, human
  _________________________multicolored, breast, holders, ABCs, straps
  _________________________breakfast, lunch, dinner, holder, flat 
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Three Words (New Game)   

● In this similar quick thinking game, players will be given three words as a clue for 
an object, place, or idea.

● The player will have 3 seconds to determine what object, place, or idea the clue 
pertains to given.

● For example: table, covering, plaid would be TABLECLOTH
● Nail, palm, print  would be HAND
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Three Words Game

Three Words Game

Think fast, But not too hard to decode these three clues’ object, place, or idea 
described. Example 1:  fake teeth set is  dentures
1. __________________________Drinking liquid device  
2._________________________  soup eating utensil 
3._________________________  night time sleeping apparatus
4._________________________  window covering material
 5._________________________ time keeping jewelry
 6.  _________________________electronic typed letter
 7. __________________________12 month span
 8. __________________________pigs’ wet dirt
9. __________________________ key women educators
10. __________________________ Empty deSsert bIN
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Head’s Up (New Game)

● In this headʼs up game, players will be given only 2 words as a clue for an object, 
place, or idea.

● The player will have 2 seconds to determine what object, place, or idea the clue 
pertains to given.

● For example: carʼs music would be RADIO
● For example: Feet coverings would be SOCKS
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Head’s Up Game

Head’s Up Game

Think fastER, decode these TWo Word clues’ object, place, or idea described.
 pre-heating Kenmore is AN OVEN

1. __________________________ 5 digits
2. __________________________  seven digits
3. __________________________  dog necklace
4. __________________________  car noisemaker
5. __________________________  fingernail liquid
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Answer keys
Answer keys

 Long-winded game Answer Key

1. Car, Truck, or SUV

2. bird 

3. carpet

4. stream or river

5. Tree

6. Watch

7. GiFT

8. Baby

9. Bra

10. Plate

three words game answer key

1.  Glass

2.  Spoon

3.  Bed

4.  Curtain

5.  Watch

         6. Email

7. Year

 8. Mud

 9. Dkg

 10. cookie jar
 heads Up game answer key

1. zip code
2. telephone number
3.  ColLar
4.  Horn
5. fingernail polish 
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▪ Who does not like a quick game of BINGO?
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Thank you for taking part in my breakout session.

● Enjoy the rest of the convention!
● Have a safe trip back home.
● Presenter Contact Information:

 254-744-6525 Cell
l.rogers@groesbeckisd.net

Twitter: @iamborntoteach
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